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FAST ROMANTICS DEBUT THE OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO FOR LATEST SINGLE
“EVERYBODY’S TRYING TO STEAL YOUR HEART” VIA INDIE88
WATCH + SHARE HERE
AMERICAN LOVE TORONTO RELEASE PARTY THIS THURSDAY, JUNE 8 AT THE MOD
CLUB THEATRE
AMERICAN LOVE AVAILABLE NOW THROUGH LIGHT ORGAN RECORDS

“A revelation of a record…an album that is sure to bump the band from Toronto indie darlings to one of the premiere
headlining Canadian acts of 2017.” – CBC’s q
“
“In a time of uncertainty and fear, American Love is a welcome light in the darkness, and a nice reminder of the
power of love” – Exclaim!
“[Fast Romantics] punch up a new breed of New Romanticism with plenty of power pop hooks...Matthew Angus
croons, lovelorn, to his heart’s desire with Jarvis Cocker-esque swagger bolstered by the band’s exalting choruses,
buzzing guitar licks, chiming keys and pulsing beat.” –KEXP

(June 6, 2017 – Toronto, ON) Toronto-based indie rockers Fast Romantics have unveiled the official
music video for their latest single “Everybody’s Trying to Steal Your Heart” – the third cut from their
critically-acclaimed sophomore LP American Love. “The song is about a world where it feels like
everyone and everything is designed to sell you something, to distract you from what’s important,”
comments lead vocalist and lyricist Matthew Angus. “When in fact, all you’re actually trying to do is, find
someone to love, maybe do something you’re proud of and live a good life.
Directed by Ryan Thompson and the band’s singer Matthew Angus, the video was shot and edited over
the course of a week. “Ryan came up with an amazing idea, but it seemed completely impossible
considering the time we had due to our touring schedule,” recalls Matthew. “We’re the sort of band that is
always up for a good challenge and thankfully so was Ryan. We worked day and night on this thing, on

very little sleep and dozens of pots of coffee. Thanks to his talents, positivity, and some kind of magic,
we’ve come out the other end with something we’re all really proud of, something that I think tells the
story of the song perfectly.”
Watch + Share the video for “Everybody’s Trying to Steal Your Heart” via INDIE88 HERE
American Love is available now via Light Organ Records. In celebration of the album’s release, the
band is having a special hometown album release party this Thursday, June 8 at The Mod Club
Theatre. Joining Fast Romantics that evening will be the captivating Toronto-based rocker Danielle Duval
and Lindsay, ON’s electric indie-pop band The Kents.
*Upcoming Canadian Tour Dates
06.08.17 – Toronto, ON @ The Mod Club Theatre
07.08.17 – Montreal, QC @ Metropolis
07.15.17 – Hamilton, ON @ Because Beer Festival
Fast Romantics is comprised of Matthew Angus, Jeffrey Lewis (bass), Kirty (vocals, acoustic guitar,
synth), Kevin Black (guitars), Lisa Lorenz (keyboards) and Nick McKinlay (drums). Since forming in 2009,
the band has released two full-length LPs and one EP. Known for their incredible live shows and
songwriting prowess, Fast Romantics have received many accolades, including ‘Pop Group of the Year’
at the Sirius XM Indies (2014) and more recently their song “Julia” won the prestigious ‘SOCAN National
Songwriting Prize’ in 2016.
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